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Sub: Complaint by EPF Officers’ Association 
against CPFC regarding misbehaviour with 
EPF officers – now charge sheet threat to the 
EPF Officers’ Association – request for 
immediate order for independent inquiry on 
earlier complaint by a competent committee 

comprising independent CBT members– reg. 

 

          Ref:  1. EPF Officers’ Association letter addressed  

                       to your office dated 08.10.2105 

                   2. EPF Officers’ Association letter addressed  

                       to your office dated 04.11.2015 

        3. EPFO HO letter no.   

                      HRM-XII/IR/11(7)09/EPF Officers’  

                     Association/34914 dated 07.01.2016  

                     addressed to EPF Officers’ Association 

 

  
Sir, 

            Please refer to EPF Officers’ Association letters  
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cited as reference no. 1 & 2 above. You may kindly recall that the EPF Officers’ 

Association had vide above cited  letters brought to your attention the serious issue 

of continuing instances of misbehaviour & use of abusive language by the CEO of 

our organisation, i.e. the CPFC towards EPF Officers individually as well as 

collectively. As mentioned in said letters, the EPF Officers’ association was forced to 

escalate this grave matter to your level when there was an instance of misbehaviour 

with Shri Rajesh Bansal, ACC (Hqrs) on 03.09.2015, which was feared to have been a 

case of victimisation of the said officer due to the initiative shown by him in being 

part of a delegation of EPF officers who met your good self on 27.08.2015 to invite 

your kind attention to the long pending issue of Cadre Restructuring in EPFO. 

You may also kindly recall that the EPF Officers’ Association had requested 

your good self, vide above cited correspondences, to kindly consent to formation of a 

high-level impartial committee of CBT members to investigate the complaint 

regarding current behavioural trend & pattern, and to give their recommendations 

as to the further course of action. 

 

 It is with above background that I must now report to your good self that I, as 

the Secretary-General of the EPF Officers’ association, who is effectively the 

whistleblower in this entire matter, is now being individually targeted by the EPF 

management for bringing this issue to your kind attention. Shri P.K. Udgata, ACC 

(Hqrs), vide EPF Head Office letter cited as reference number 3 above (copy enclosed 

for kind reference), has called for the explanation of the undersigned as to under what 

circumstances the above letters were addressed to your good self and as to why the 

undersigned’s conduct not be considered as violative of CCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964. 

 

 Sir, you may kindly appreciate that the undersigned had requested you vide 

above cited letters to cause an independent inquiry into the entire matter which 

should have ideally investigated into the allegation of misbehaviour with Shri Rajesh 

Bansal, ACC (Hqrs), as well as, similar instances of misbehaviour with other EPF 

officers during review meetings held across the country. However, it now appears 

that instead of an independent investigation, an EPF officer who is subordinate to 

the defendant party in this issue, is threatening the undersigned with disciplinary 

proceedings and issuance of charge sheet. Despite this, once again, the undersigned 

stands by following facts as stated in original complaint letters cited above: 

 

1. Shri Rajesh Bansal, ACC (Hqrs) approached the EPF Officers’ Association 

with request to take up his complaint of misbehaviour with your good self. 

2. Shri Rajesh Bansal, ACC (Hqrs) was well informed of & gave consent for the 

earlier letters (cited above) issued by the EPF Officers’ Association in his 

favour to your good self. 
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3. There are also other similar & habitual instances of use of abusive & foul 

language by our CEO for EPF Officers in open review meetings conducted 

across the country. 

 

The EPF Officers’ Association had requested your good self earlier & once    

again requests that above charges may be thoroughly investigated by any 

independent authority which is sufficiently senior-enough and which may comprise 

independent CBT members, as the matter relates to a very senior officer who is of 

the rank of the Secretary to the Govt. of India.  

 

 It may please be noted that in the EPF Head Office letter cited above Shri P.K. 

Udgata, ACC (Hqrs) states “I have been directed to seek your explanation...” This 

sentence makes it clear that he has been directed by his reporting officer, i.e. the 

CPFC to proceed in this manner against the EPF Officers’ Association, thus, once 

again giving rise to the question as to how can justice or fair play be expected if the 

defendant himself becomes the judge. 

 

In effect, by calling for explanation of the undersigned, the EPF Head Office 

has clearly violated the basic principle of natural justice: 

 

Nemo judex in causa sua  

or no-one should be a judge in his own cause. 

 

 

 It is indeed very unfortunate that when the sole interest & purpose of the EPF 

Officers’ Association is to work for betterment of the career prospects of EPF Officers 

as a whole and not to get diverted and engaged by other inconsequential issues, the 

EPF management is unnecessarily engaging in such personal issues. The arrogant 

and non-compromising attitude of the EPF management towards labour and IR 

issues may be gauged from fact that already another explanation has been called 

from the EPF Officers Association on circulation of certain DO letters related to cadre 

restructuring written by the CPFC to your good office earlier, as well as, from the 

fact that the CPFC had summoned the office bearers of the EPF Officers’ Association 

at a very short notice for a meeting on 19.01.2016 whose agenda was mentioned just 

as “series of derogatory communications being received from Secretary-General, EPFOA” 

(Copies of above mentioned EPF Head Office letters as well as EPF Officers’ 

Association responses submitted therein are enclosed herewith for kind reference). 

From above correspondences, it appears that our management is planning to issue 

charge sheets to the office bearers of the EPF Officers’ Association for raising our 
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voices on genuine issues related to EPF officers, thus, violating our constitutional 

fundamental right of freedom of speech. 

 

Sir, you may kindly appreciate that till date we have had the deepest of faith 

in your good self and even on the long pending issue of Cadre Restructuring we 

temporarily deferred our call for Satyagraha only due to your timely intervention 

during the 210th CBT meeting by ensuring that all consequential service benefits 

shall be fixed with effect from 09.12.2015, and that is why we request you once again 

to intervene and ensure that this high handedness by EPF Head Office comes to an 

immediate end. Therefore, it is again requested that you may kindly consent to 

formation of a suitably high-level committee comprising, independent CBT 

members, to investigate our aforecited complaint and give its recommendations. We 

are willing to fully co-operate with any such investigation. 

 

Once again we have full faith that you will not let us down, however, if the 

matter is allowed to continue to proceed as above, then, we shall lose complete faith 

in the system and may have to go back on our earlier commitments. 

 

   Thanking you. 

                                                                                                                   Yours sincerely, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   ( Saurabh Swami ) 

Secretary General 

 

Encl : a/a 
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